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Microsoft has overtaken Apple as the world’s most valuable company for the first

time in more than a year.
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Microsoft world's most valuable company again

By CHRIS GRIFFITH

Microsoft is once again the most valuable company in the US, with the software

heavyweight’s market cap hitting $US2.49 trillion and surpassing Apple for the first

time in more than a year.

Microsoft’s better-than-expected earnings report earlier this week was the latest

catalyst that pushed the stock higher.

Meanwhile, Apple has warned that supply-chain disruptions are hindering iPhone

and other product manufacturing. These issues are expected to bring increased

challenges during the important holiday-shopping quarter. Shares fell on Friday in

the US even as the company logged a record 12-month profit nearing $US100bn.

More C
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4M AGO

Bitcoin price’s crazy ride reminds investors why it’s
a gamble

By DAVID SWAN

Bitcoin – fresh from bouncing back to record highs – plunged 11 per cent last week

in a sharp reminder of how it and other cryptocurrencies remain a risky

rollercoaster ride.

With new kid on the crypto block Shiba Inu coin climbing 1000 per cent in

October, financial specialists warn that people buying into the digital currency

sector should treat it as a casino.

They say the movements of cryptocurrencies are largely a mystery, but many have

climbed recently amid the launch of crypto-focused exchange traded funds and

T
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some investors seeing bitcoin as “digital gold” to protect them against rising inflation.

More C

2 HOURS AGO

SCI lands federal government partnership

By DAVID SWAN

Perth-based provenance verification provider Source Certain International (SCI) will

provide its scientific provenance verification services to support a federally-funded

blockchain pilot for traceability and certification of critical minerals, as part of a deal

with start-up Everledger.

SCI, which is gearing up for an ASX debut, landed the partnership as part of a $3m

grant from the Australian government, which was awarded to blockchain company

Everledger in July.

SCI's chemical profiling technology will enable the scientific verification of mine-

level provenance of the mineral selected for the pilot, according to SCI managing

director and founder Cameron Scadding.

The tech will provide the ability to conduct scientific verification of origin against an

immutable digital record stored on Everledger’s blockchain, Mr Scadding said.

“This pilot will showcase two Australian technology companies collaborating to

deliver on the need to build more transparent, trusted and resilient critical minerals

and metals supply chains," he said.

Other key partners joining the project include CSIRO and Data61, with project

coordination occurring at Everledger’s Brisbane base.

“We are thrilled to partner with Source Certain International on this pilot project

for the Australian government," Everledger founder and CEO Leanne Kemp said in

a statement.

"Australian critical minerals are some of the highest quality in the world. More

importantly, they are the essential building blocks for the clean energy technologies

of the future.

"Everledger is proud, with all of our partners, to be the platform that enables

transparency, provenance and traceability for the benefit of trusted supply chains."

T

3 HOURS AGO

TPG lands new chief financial officer

By DAVID SWAN

TPG Telecom has appointed a new chief financial officer, current Alumina CFO

Grant Dempsey, as the company works towards a potential sale of its

telecommunications towers.

Mr Dempsey joins TPG following stints at ANZ, JP Morgan, Citigroup and Seven

Network, and joins after the departure of Stephen Banfield who left TPG after 20

T
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years with the TPG group of companies.

“Grant’s strategic advisory and capital management experience in Australia and

overseas, coupled with his leadership within large ASX-listed companies will be

invaluable for TPG Telecom as we continue our post-merger journey while

delivering great customer outcomes,” TPG CEO Iñaki Berroeta said. More C

3 HOURS AGO

Apple objects to links to outside payments ahead
of Epic Games hearing

By DAVID SWAN

Apple on Friday outlined its objections to allowing app developers to link to third-

party payment options ahead of a hearing next month that could determine

whether a set of antitrust court orders is put on pause.

After a lengthy trial earlier this year brought by "Fortnite" creator Epic Games, U.S.

District Court Judge Yvonne Gonzalez Rogers issued a ruling that was largely

favorable to the iPhone maker and upheld its practice of requiring developers to use

its in-app payment system, for which it charges commissions.

But Gonzalez Rogers expressed concern that consumers did not have access to

information about other ways to pay for apps. She ordered Apple to stop its ban on

"buttons, external links, or other calls to action that direct customers to purchasing

mechanisms" beyond Apple's own payment systems. More C

T

4 HOURS AGO

Roblox begins gradual return online after two-day
outage

By DAVID SWAN

Popular video game site Roblox had begun to restore service Sunday after a two-day

outage that left millions of players without access to the online game world over the

Halloween weekend.

"We have identified root cause and solution," the California-based collaborative

platform tweeted, adding it was "working on getting things back online."

By Sunday afternoon, Roblox said it was "incrementally bringing regions back

online," after the site had been down since Friday. More C

T

4 HOURS AGO

CarExpert gears up as Seven West Media takes
strategic stake

By DAMON KITNEY

The Kerry Stokes-backed Seven West Media is making a major move into the

booming market for automotive editorial content, taking a strategic stake in

T
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emerging start-up CarExpert in a capital raising that values the firm at $25m ahead

of a planned listing on the Australian Securities Exchange.

CarExpert, the nation’s only privately owned major automotive publisher, was

established by entrepreneurs Paul Maric, Alborz Fallah and Anthony Crawford two

years ago after they sold their CarAdvice.com.au auto content business to Nine

Entertainment for $62m in 2018.

Nine has since folded the CarAdvice asset into its Drive automotive classifieds

business. More C

4 HOURS AGO

Radio seeks deals with big tech

By SOPHIE ELSWORTH

The radio industry is negotiating with global tech giants Facebook and Google to be

paid for content featured on their platforms.

The industry body, Commercial Radio Australia, has been given the green light by

the competition watchdog, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission,

to negotiate with the US-based tech companies for compensation for use of their

news content.

CRA chief executive officer Joan Warner said there’s “millions of minutes” of news

content produced by Australian radio stations every year and they should receive

financial rewards for it. More C

T

9:23 AM

CSIRO, CBA combine to offer climate change
insights

By CHRIS GRIFFITH

Australia’s national science agency CSIRO and Commonwealth Bank have launched

a joint public-private sector initiative to investigate potential impacts of climate

change to the finance sector.

The partnership will develop a roadmap to help financial services companies

manage and reduce the associated risks. 

The project will bring together CSIRO’s deep climate science knowledge and CBA’s

understanding of climate risks facing the finance industry, to identify the critical

factors that could shape future environmental and social policies on climate change.

More C

T

9:20 AM

Software drives Polestar’s 2022 Aussie debut

By CHRIS GRIFFITH
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Volvo Cars’ independently run EV brand Polestar will debut in Australia in early

2022 with an electric car that leads with its expansive software.

Polestar exists at the edgier end of the Geely/Volvo family’s operations. The coming

Polestar 2 includes a bespoke Google control and infotainment system that has its

own internet connection independent of your phone.

Polestar is giving developers the tools to create apps for the car which will receive

over-the-air updates that not only improve the infotainment system but also offer

better efficiency, longer range and new driving characteristics via updates. More C
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"The coming Polestar 2 includes a bespoke Google control and

infotainment system that has its own internet connection

independent of your phone. 

"

Anything with a Google branding is the last thing I would want in a car.

"Polestar is giving developers the tools to create apps for the car

which will receive over-the-air updates that not only improve the

infotainment system but also offer better efficiency, longer range

and new driving characteristics via updates. 

"

Why doesn't Volvo offer its customers something a bit more practical like

beating Tesla and others with range? Never mind whether the gadgets on the

car are relevant or not. Put priority into battery performance. Electric cars

will not sell better unless range can match petrol cars and at the moment no

electric car can match range with a petrol one. 

Batteries are also sensitive to ambient temperature and do not perform will

when very hot or very cold. The leading electric cars boast a range of around

500km but this is with one adult, no luggage or other cargo, no trailer or

caravan and ideal driving conditions at 20°C. Methods used to heat and cool

parts of an electric car eat into the range by up to a third in extreme

situations.
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